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Topluluk

ECO-VILLAGES AS AN UTOPIAN MOVEMENT: A RESEARCH ON EXAMPLES
IN TURKEY
ABSTRACT
Nowadays, the world is faced with the challenge of energy resource depletion,
climate change, increase in social inequality, natural break, and social cohesion
problems. It is considered that, in future these early ecological, social and economic
problems may bring about more harmful issues for human settlements. Various
proposals are developed in the world to solve these problems. Creating new
alternative models for human settlements is one of these proposals. Eco-villages
can be given as an example for alternative models. Eco-village movement was born
from combination of the traditional ideas related with
living together and
-villages which are
communities conciously gathered for common and special purpose, is building a
sustainable community that can solve the prevalent ecological, economic and social
problems. It is expected that sustainable, peaceful, communities which are
integrated with nature can change the unhealthy conditions in the 21st century
cities.
In this study, eco-village initiatives in Turkey were evaluated in the context of their
physical, economic, social characteristics. After explaining the aim, content and
method of the study in the introduction part of the thesis, ecology, sustainabilty and
eco-village concepts were examined in a general context by means of literature
survey. In third part of the study, eco-villages which were regarded as sustainable
community utopias were compare with utopias which were envisioned until the
twenty-first century. By means of this comprasion, it was concluded that eco-village
initiatives could be seen as a new utopia movement. In the fourth part of the thesis,
some studies which are about sustainability of eco-villages were examined and the
challenges, problems of eco-villages were listed. After this stage, the eco-villages
which are frequently used in literature were investigated according to their physical,
economical and social features. The purpose of this investigation to find a reply to
the question about the ways of building a sustainable eco-villages. In the fifth part of
the study, the historical background of the initiatives which embrace the alternative
way of living, local organizations about eco-villages in Turkey were analyzed. All
eco-village intiatives in Turkey were summarized. Some intiatives were chosen
according to studies selection criteria. Selected ecoEcological Center, Dedetepe Eco-farm) were visited and personal interviews were
conducted with founders of the eco-villages. By means of these interviews and
visits, the findings concerning with physical, socio-cultural, economical features
were exposed. . In the conclusion and recommendations part of the thesis, the
findings about questionnaires were evaluated and proposals were developed for
eco-villages.
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